There are a number of organizations who have not submitted their application of renewal of repertory grant for a particular year, or have submitted the application after or beyond the prescribed dates under the Repertory Grant Scheme and hence not placed before the Expert Committee for renewal of that particular year. It has now been decided that such left out organizations may submit their application for renewal of repertory grant for subsequent year and their application will be considered under the renewal category. While considering the proposal for such renewal, the request for grant may be considered in subsequent year as per number of Guru+Artists of the last approved grant or the request made by the organization for modified number of Guru+Artists, whichever is least. However, no grant will be considered /released for the left out years in which renewal was not done due to non submission of renewal application or due to submission of renewal application after or beyond the prescribed date. However, if proposal of repertory grant of an organization for a particular year has already been considered by the Expert Committee and rejected, proposal of from such organization may be considered in the subsequent years under the fresh category only.

For example: if an organization was recommended for 1 Guru + 13 Artists for 2013-14 and the renewal was not done for 2014-15/2015-16 for the reasons cited in para 1 above, such organization may apply for 2016-17 under the renewal category. The grant for renewal of 2016-17 will be considered for 1 Guru + 13 Artists i.e to the level of 2013-14 or for any modified number, as requested by the organization whichever is least.

Copy to: National School of Drama, Bhagwan Das Road, Mandi House, New Delhi – with a request to upload the notice on the website of NSD and to give a chance to such left out organizations so that they can submit their application for renewal of 2016-17 by providing sufficient time limit.